BroadwaySpace.com
BroadwaySpace.com released a new board game,
Be A Broadway Star! Making it big on Broadway is not
easy, but now theater lovers everywhere can experience what it’s like to rise to stardom. This brand new
game takes players through the Broadway journey—
attend acting school, buy headshots and resumes, earn
“Equity” cards, get an agent, go to auditions, and
maybe even win a Tony Award. With interactive Make
or Break cards, this board game puts players in the
spotlight as they work their way up to the Broadway
Hall of Fame. The game is for two to six players ages
8 and up. It is available at www.beabroadwaystar.com.

Rainbow Products
New from Rainbow Products’ Magformers line is the Designer Set. This set
comes with 244 powerful encapsulated magnets. Kids can design and build
with the various multi-colored pieces—20 triangles, 14 isosceles triangles, 22
squares, four diamonds, and two trapezoids.

innovativeKids

Freddie the Frog
The new Freddie the Frog fourbook series is designed to help preschool through elementary-age
children understand musical concepts. Featuring colorful illustrations, the hardcover books also
come with a CD that includes narration and sing-a-long songs. The
books include Freddie the Frog
and the Thump in the Night, which introduces readers to fundamental music
concepts. Freddie the Frog and the Bass Clef Monster introduces kids to the
nine notes of the bass clef. With Freddie the Frog and the Mysterious
Wahooooo, kids discover tempos, rhythms, and beats while being guided to
play rhythm instruments. The fourth book, Freddie the Frog and the Secret
of Crater Island, teaches six note names and completes the treble clef staff
that the first book in the series introduced.

Soft Shapes Play to Learn Games from innovativeKids
bring foam-filled fun and learning to bath time. These new
games feature soft foam play pieces that float in water and
stick to tub walls. Each set contains everything needed for
play plus a mesh bag for drying and storing pieces when
wet. Dog Tag (shown) comes with two dog-shaped squirters
and 10 floating animals. Kids use the squirt toys in a race to
knock over each animal. Memory Match Catch includes a
fishing net and 20 colorful, floatable fish. Kids use the net
to catch and match pairs of the same color and pattern and
then stick them to the side of the tub.
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